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Dear Chris 
 

     Some of you already know the story of one of
my Featured Opportunity companies, Coral Gold
Resources (TSXV-CLH; OTC-CLHRF) -- if not (or
you need a refresher!) check my complete report
on the company out RIGHT HERE.

     Leveraging the many years of hard work,
exploration success and relationship building begun
by his late father Louis, Coral's C.E.O. David Wolfin
(also the C.E.O. of another of my recommended
companies, Avino Silver and Gold Mines, Ltd.)
reached a deal with mining major Barrick Gold

where the latter bought Coral's flagship Robertson Project. What
especially "wowed" the few people paying close attention was the open-
ended, sliding scale royalty that Wolfin negotiated with Barrick. 

     Indeed, the ink wasn't dry on the deal before Wolfin was
fielding queries about selling the company overall, or even just
the royalty stream. And he turned those down for a good reason; as
he has said separately, the future cash flow from Robertson could end
up being a company maker for Coral financially, especially if Barrick is
successful in its high-priority drilling program there to, it (and Coral)
hopes, find a higher-grade, deep feeder zone for the near-surface
existing resource of about 3 million gold ounces.

     I have been told that Barrick has pushed Robertson up to the top of
its priority list in Nevada and will be aggressively drilling there in the
near term.   It should go without saying that any significant
success will have an outsized effect on Coral's share price, as the
market looks anew at just how big its royalty value on Robertson
could be. 

     In the mean time, Coral shares--though, unlike most of its peers,
trading near their 52-week high right now--are still CHEAP.  The
company's CASH (mostly from its up-front payment from Barrick for
Robertson last year)is slightly more than its whole market cap.  The
company has other exploration projects in Nevada as well. Though it's in
no hurry to do much yet, there are myriad possibilities down the road
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(and in the mean time, the company has a share repurchase program in
place.)

All the best,
 

Chris Temple -- Editor/Publisher
 The National Investor

 https://nationalinvestor.com/
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